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The Brits of the VOC Surrey Section were out in the May Day sun earlier this year.  They 
took a hike to Newlands corner near a place some of you guys may have heard of - Box Hill; 
from the right the bikes riders were Simon Smith, Alan Ellis, Chris Roche.  Photo Chris Roche 
 
 
 
Disclaimer: The editor does not necessarily agree with or endorse any of the opinions expressed in, nor the accuracy of content, 
in published articles or endorse products or services no matter how or where mentioned; likewise, hints, tips or modifications 
must be confirmed with a competent party before implementation.   
  



 
Welcome to the latest edition of OVR.   
 
In Australia the riding season is just about to get started, provided you are not in a region subject 
to COVID restrictions or lockdowns.  So it is time for the annual bike maintenance, change the oil, 
check the tyres, tune up the ignition and possibly dump that old stale fuel in the tank and replace 
it with fresh. 
 
Don’t just limit your preparation to your ride for the new season of riding – prepare yourself as 
well.  
 
If not already done, go right now and get your COVID vaccinations so you do not risk being denied 
entry to your favourite venue when out and about, carry a face mask at all times and while you 
are at it fella’s get a PSA test done as well – ignorance is NOT bliss. 
 
Remember, to access the complete OVR archive from any device, just go to the OVR web site 
https://ovr270.wixsite.com/ozvincentreview 

 

 
Melbourne, Australia. 

Email :  Ozvinreview@gmail.com  

 

 

Letters to the Editor  

 

 

Hi Martyn, 

Re Johnny Astley in OVR 91 - he is the bloke on the bike with 

Harmon and Godfrey, not on the left as in the caption in 

edition 91. 

Cheers,  Jim Scaysbrook OAM,  Old Bike Australasia magazine 

 

------------------------------------------- 

 

Martyn,  

The article on puncture repair in issue #91 includes the advice "Roughen and clean the area 

around the puncture and apply some glue..."  I completely agree with that advice, but more 

should be said.  In my experience cleanliness is the single most important factor to a successful 

repair, and it requires more than wiping the tube with a rag.  I carry a 1 oz. bottle of alcohol as 

part of my tire repair equipment, and only when a clean rag comes away from the roughened 

area without any residue on it is it clean.  I also carry a "stitching" tool to use on the patch.  As 

for the glue, even the tiniest leak will allow the volatile solvent to disappear with time.  Although 

it might be wasteful, I replace the glue annually since I don't want to get to the point of applying 

it only to discover that nothing comes out. 

Regards,  Charles Falco   

https://ovr270.wixsite.com/ozvincentreview
mailto:Ozvinreview@gmail.com


-------------------------------------------------------- 

G'day Oz 

In a few days time we are off to a VOC Rally in Scotland. Yipee! the first for a long time. It is a fair old 

distance for us, not by Oz standards of course, but as we live in the bottom right hand corner of England 
and the rally is, more or less in the top left hand corner of Scotland (I trust these exact geographical terms 

will enable you to place us) it is a fair way. 

On the way up, on the left side of the country (OK,OK, the East) we shall visit Brother-in-law, Sister-in-
law, children, grandchildren(, Old Uncle Tom Cobley an' all) and on the way back down the West (are you 

still with me?) some school friends from  way, way, back who now live in "Bonnie Scotland" We shall be 

travelling in our large(ish) Camper van with scooter in the back, and taking nearly a month to do it. We 

don't anticipate any breakdowns, but should we have one, we will have our modern mobile phones and 

access to a Breakdown service. 

All this preamble leads me to think, "What would the 1909 motorcyclist do in similar circumstances?" So I 

consulted the "Hints & Tips for MotorCyclists" fount of all knowledge and found ............ "TROUBLES"  A 

Warning"! 

"When the leviathan car sweeps past you with derisive stares from the duchesses in the back seats, as you 

sit and tinker miserably on the shadeless road, remember that the car is not more reliable than your 

humble cycle. The plain fact is that last night, while you were chatting with the boys, the chauffer looked 

around his mechanism. Don't treat your motor as if it were a bootscraper, and expect it to function 

eternally without any attention from it's owner"      There! you have been well and truly :told  (check out 

that sneaky colon) 

The intrepid author of "Hints & Tips etc" goes on to give "A Counsel" which I will save for a later date, but 

to just give you a taster, it includes  "Tracing Troubles" 

Far be it from me to add comment to this erudite publication, but may I suggest you have your notebook 

and pencil at the ready for the next instalment of "Tracing Troubles" We can all learn from history. 

Stay safe.   Colin Manning UK 

------------------------------------------------------- 

Yes Martyn there is more to come of OZ when I get to 
write it for you; The Dam Bikers comes up next. 
 
For now I thought you would like another photo of a 
BSA Golden Flash The rider is an old sailing mate of 
mine we sailed square riggers together he is now near 
to 90. When Fred had the Golden Flash from new he 
worked at the time for a coach builder and made 
himself the panniers and leg shields you see during 
his breaks, at least that is what he told me? The OK Supreme is a machine known to me 
as the National Motorcycle Museum identified it as such, while the Black Shadow Fred 
had attached to a chair was still known to our government DVLA in 1981 so could still 
be around on 
SORN and be kept 
off road in a 
collection. The 
BSA Bantam in 
the background 
was also Fred`s 
dads. 
 
Chris Roche, UK 

 



 

Treasure from Stevenage 
 

 
 



 

 

 



 
  



 
Is the Brough really Superior?   

Back in 1987 Don Morley writing in Classic Bike thought so. 

 
IT HAS often been claimed that George Brough's ultra-expensive motorcycles were really little more 
than quality assembly jobs. According to some surviving mythology, in building his range of 
Brough Superiors this supreme self-publicist merely copied, or bought-in, components from the 
best of others.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
What is not normally taken into account by this popular, yet somewhat scurrilous, argument is 
that most other manufacturers during George Brough's heyday from 1919 to 1939 bought in their 
major components, too. Engines, for instance, came from JAP, Rudge, Blackburne or Villiers, front 
forks via Messrs Webb or Druid, wheels from Royal Enfield and most gearboxes usually arrived 
care of Sturmey Archer, Albion or Burman.  

 
Indeed, in that era, virtually every machine produced — Broughs included —relied upon frame lug 
castings or forgings from Ley's Malleable Iron Foundry, electrics from either Joe Lucas, BTH or 
Miller, saddles from firms such as Lycett, and carburettors from a variety of different sources. And 
few individual makers contemplated moulding their own handlebar grips or footrest rubbers.  
 
It is argued that George Brough was little different to the many other makers in buying-in so many 
components. But that tends to overlook the indisputable fact that, in Brough's instance, when 
those components were assembled together, they formed motorcycles that were a cut above the 
rest. Not only were Brough's overall designs far different, but so too was the consistently superior 
quality of George's products. This was not least due to the fact that GB, as he was affectionately 



known, was not a mere 
entrepreneur, but very much a 
devoted racing and long-distance 
motorcyclist.  
 
Riding his own products, Brough 
won countless hill-climbs, trials, 
sprints,  Brooklands races, and 
took speed records and even 
dominated foreign Alpine trials. 
This provided the personal 
rider/manufacturer feedback 
which helped him improve his 
range.  
 
His usual V-twin engines might, 
like those of rivals Zenith or 
McEvoy, have originated from J A 
Prestwich or Matchless. But as a 
direct result of his personal prestige, largely acquired by virtue of his riding prowess, he could 
stipulate that when equipment was supplied for Brough Superiors, it would be appreciably better 
in design. For instance, Brough always used stronger big-ends with forked conrods, where rivals 
had separate rods; he also specified hairpin valve springs for Matchless engines, when Morgans 
were content with coil springs. All JAP engines used by Brough were to racing specification.  
 
Later Matchless engines that Brough fitted in the mid-thirties owed almost as much to George as 
they did to AMC. Plumstead were quite happy to supply Brough with ohv and side-valve 
powerplants that were significantly improved over similar engines fitted to their own machines like 
the Matchless V-twin Model X. Similarly, Brough's Sturmey Archer gearbox, though outwardly the 
same as that on the International Norton, was in practice quite different: he alone demanded far 
stronger pinions and shafts.  
 
Look up motorcycling's most useful design patents and you'll find that, like Alfred Scott before 
him, George Brough's name rockets to the fore. For example, Brough invented the dipping 
headlight his machines uniquely employed, and in conjunction with colleague Harold Karslake he 
invented a footrest-fitting propstand that is still better than anything around today. But, because 
so few Brough Superiors were actually built, it is as motorcycling's high class bespoke tailor that 
GB is — unfairly — most remembered.  
 
Most of the mere few thousand hand-built production machines were ordered in advance by 
wealthy owners direct from the factory, no matter which dealer would ultimately supply them. 
Everything from riding position, mudguards and petrol tank, to carburettor and tyre size, even 
whether machines were to be supplied with rigid, 
plunger-sprung or Bentley and Draper swinging-fork 
back ends, was determined by the buyer.  
 
Sultans, courtesans and kings visited the works at 
Haydn Road, Nottingham, to discuss the final 
specifications and precise measurements for their own 
exclusive machine. Not least among them was 
Lawrence of Arabia, who in the guise of Aircraftsman 
T E Shaw, purchased a total of five, including the 
Brough on which he eventually lost his life. The one-
off machines, whose peak was arguably reached 
amidst the Depression of the 1930s, were never 
compromised or built down to a price. Instead, they 
continued to appeal primarily to the affluent few for 
whom, despite the troubles of the world, money was 
no problem.  



 
Broughs always reflected George Brough's own interests and from the outset featured 740cc, or 
larger, V-twin engines, They matured as he did, from being thinly-disguised racers, via the Alpine 
Grand Sports — named after his own Alpine Rally-winning bike — to become softer, plusher, 
better-braked and more comfortable. But they always remained fast transcontinental tourers.  
 

To many, the 1920s' semi-
Brooklands racers represent 
the ultimate Broughs today, 
yet though supremely 
beautiful, they are somewhat 
skimpy 100mph-plus 
machines whose three-speed, 
hand-change gearboxes, 
beaded-edge tyres and 
ineffectual brakes do little to 
inspire confidence on busy 
1980s' roads. Nonetheless, 
their value has gone sky-
high. If few but the wealthiest 
could afford a Brough in the 

1920s or 1930s, the wheel is now coming full circle. Prices of 1920s' Brough SS100s, if they ever 
come on the market, are now nudging £30,000. Today, even fewer people are likely to get a ride, 
especially as machines are less likely to be used.  
 
Perhaps fortunately for those who appreciate Broughs and therefore want to actually ride them, 
the more civilised, better equipped and far nicer to use ohv Matchless-engined SS100s, along with 
virtually all of the side-valve powered 680cc and 1,150cc bikes, have yet to acquire values of 
anything like such ridiculous proportions. It is still possible to find a well restored 680, SS80 or 
1150 for under £5,000, though — somewhat illogically — the similar Matchless ohv versions are 
edging up to £12-13,000. This is fine if you already have one, but not nearly such good news if 
Brough riding is your future aspiration.  
 
As regards riding a Brough, how does anyone adequately put such a unique experience into words? 
Due to their long wheelbase they are surprisingly comfortable, even in rigid form. Today's 
unavoidable potholes do not unduly trouble them, though it is generally acknowledged amongst 
Brough experts that the rigid frames actually handle  best. To make comparisons, Brough V-twins 
have more in common with big Ducati’s rather than, for instance, Vincents. Like the Dukes, both 
the JAP and Matchless engines wind up 
so smoothly — like a turbine, instead of 
the Vincent's uneven pulses and clatter.  
 
The rider is never really aware of just 
how good a job the unusual 
parallelogram Castle front forks are 
actually doing. Nor will he, or she, be 
troubled by a clutch that later graced a 
thousand Nortons. With so much 
deceptive speed available, Brough 
brakes could be better: nonetheless 
there is power and handling ability 
aplenty to pull the rider out of trouble.  
 



 
 
 
Brough was no mere assembler of parts, but a gifted engineer who always put quality, longevity 
and ergonomics equal first. Yet, like Edward Turner, he was also a brilliant publicist for his own 
products and — equally important —brilliant as a stylist.  
 
Perhaps the supreme accolade was paid by Rolls-Royce of Derby, who were normally so jealous of 
their reputation. After inspecting his factory, his bikes and his methods, they allowed George —
alone amongst motorcycle manufacturers — to officially advertise Broughs as being `The Rolls 
Royce of Motorcycles'. Another accolade today is the Brough's incredible survival rate.  

 
Most of the bikes that George built are still alive and kicking.  Some that were originally bought 
by police forces paid back their not inconsiderable initial purchase price by nicking hundreds, if 
not thousands, of motorists and motorcyclists over decades of loyal service!  
 
The world's fastest boys in blue must have been suitably impressed, for they kept their Broughs 
until 1955.   Many have survived, which, knowing what police bikes go through, must itself add 
up to quite a testament that Broughs were indeed Superior.   



 Treasures from the Stevenage Works 
 

 
 



 



 
 

  



 



 
 



 



Chasing a Spark . . . . Hen’s Teeth. 
 
If you are anything like me you will treasure the normally solid reliability of a traditional 
magneto, even more so if it is an original and not one of those new fangled electronic do-dars. 
 
Maintaining a Lucas magneto is actually a simple affair, its all about keeping the internals dry, 
clean, sparingly lubricated and above all, making sure those vital ignition points are in good 
condition.  The prudent rider, when touring, will allways carry a spare set of magneto points – 
just in case. 
 
Routine magneto maintenance is required on a regular basis – if you have not used the magneto 
for over a month you should gently clean the tungsten points as tungsten oxidises forming a 
hard grey oxide finish on the contact faces.  And remember to put a thin smear of grease on the 
magneto cam surface every 500 miles or so. 
 
Points gap should be set at 0.010 to 0.012” and checked every 500 miles.;  spark plug gaps 
should be 0.018 to 0.020”. 

 
Every 1000 miles remove the HT pickups and dustoff the slip ring, at the same time remove and 
clean the earthing brush. 
 
Back to the points.  If you do not already have a spare set then this is a good time to embark on 
the search for a set.   I had a set on order from the VOC Spares Company for over 12 months to 
eventually be told that their supplier had gone out of business.  I then tried all of the usual 
alternative sources locally – magneto rebuilders - but no luck there either.  Talk about searching 
for Hen’s Teeth! 
 
Finally I tracked down a supplier of NOS points.   They came in their original box and waxed 
paper wrapping, complete with patenia!   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
So if you are in the market for a set  – be quick.  I do not know what the future supply is like – 
but like real estate – they are NOT making any more. 
 
The Lucas Provision List from 1951 specifies the following contact sets for Vincents:  Twins with 

KVF Magnetos use Lucas contact set 470877 while for singles with K1F magnetos the contact set 
is 470608 
 
My set (pictured) came from Baxter Cycle, in Iowa, USA and just ONE set of points cost US$35 – 
not bad?    Well that was before shipping cost of US$30 was added on.  Hen’s teeth were never 
cheap. 
 
Baxters can be contacted thru their web site https://www.baxtercycle.com/ .   
 
Good luck. 

https://www.baxtercycle.com/


 A Man Who Really Mattered.   by Alan Turner 

First published in Classic Motorcycle, 2012 

 
Sir Hugh Cairns was the Australian-Born Neuro-surgeon called to the bedside of T.E. 
Lawrence to, all be it unsuccessfully, treat his injuries sustained when he crashed his Brough 
Superior – ‘Lawrence of Arabia’s’ subsequent death had a profound effect on him. 
 
 
T.E. Lawrence (Lawrence of Arabia) was an enthusiastic 
motorcyclist, but died in 1935 as the result of an accident 
while riding his Brough Superior. He had been to the Post 
Office to send a telegram to the writer Henry Williamson.  
Almost back home, near Wareham, Dorset, he came upon 
two boys on bicycles in a blind dip in the road and, in 
taking evasive action, lost control and crashed.  
 
Lawrence was a figure of national importance and the 
British Government acted quickly.   Short term, the 
incident was hushed up and the witnesses sworn to 
secrecy. Lawrence remained in a coma as the result of a 
fractured skull.   His status merited the attention of Hugh 
Cairns, at the time Britain's finest brain surgeon.   In spite 
of Cairns' efforts, Lawrence succumbed to his injuries six 
days after the accident.  When news of the death was 
released, there was a national outcry. 
  
Hugh Cairns was an Australian-born gifted scholar who 
had come to Britain to further his career.  He saw action 
in the First World War before taking up his scholarship at 
Oxford University.  As well as many achievements as a 
brilliant academic, he was also a member of the Oxford 
Boat Race team, one of the country's most important 
sporting highlights at that time.   By 1921, he was a 
Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons. 
  
In 1926, Cairns took a year out to study neuro-surgery in America, before returning to practice 
his newly learned techniques in Britain.   Lord Nuffield, magnate and benefactor was, like so many 
who encountered Hugh Cairns, impressed with his energy and enthusiasm.   Nuffield provided the 

finance necessary to expand facilities for (pre-NHS) medicine in 
Oxford. 
  
In spite of his vast experience, Cairns was deeply shocked by the 
death of Lawrence.   TE's injuries had been confined to the fatal 
wound.   Cairns determined that Lawrence's death would not be in 
vain.  He embraced the problem with his usual tenacity. 
  

At the time, road riders might wear caps or berets.   Helmets were 
reserved for those taking part in competition.  The design for the 
pudding basin bone domes had simply been adopted from the 
helmets used by horse-race jockeys.   The construction relied on 
assorted combinations of leather, rubber and cork to provide a 
measure of shock absorbing properties.   The helmets were more 
effective than their unconvincing appearance suggested.  
 
When war returned in 1939, Hugh Cairns took on additional 
responsibilities as an adviser to the Ministry of Health and as a 
consultant to the Army on neuro-surgery, eventually rising to the 
rank of brigadier.  



 
Among his many skills was 
persuasion and he convinced the 
military authorities that dispatch 
riders should be obliged to wear crash 
helmets.   He helped with the design 
and by 1941, wearing a helmet was 
mandatory for dispatch riders.  The 
Army was agreeably surprised to have 
reduced accidental fatalities to its 
'Don Rs' by a third. There was also a 
design for leg protectors.  
 
 
In 1945, Cairns was called to another 
high-profile accident, when 'Old Blood 
and Guts', American General George 
S. Patton, was severely injured in a 
road accident. 
  
In 1946, he received a KBE, thus 

becoming Sir Hugh Cairns. As ever, he was applying himself to numerous medical problems, but 
motorcycling remained on the radar. His authority and influence helped the furtherance of a 
nationwide training scheme for learner riders (the RAC-ACU Training Scheme). He also 
campaigned for the abolition of Purchase Tax (the forerunner of VAT) on helmets, which was 
applied at a crippling 33% rate.  
 
In 1952, he was diagnosed with cancer and Sir Hugh William Bell Cairns died weeks later, in July 
of that year, aged 52.  
 
Two years later, Roy Richter created a helmet made from a new, revolutionary material - glass 
fibre. The jet helmet was marketed in the name of its maker's workplace: Bell, a Los Angeles suburb 
(and Sir Hugh's middle name).  
 
Australia, the country of his birth, was the first country to make the wearing of motorcycle helmets 
compulsory for road riders.  

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
  



Flat Tyre?                     An article mainly by Charles Falco 

 

On the subject of tires, several items I carried on my Ariel during the Cannonball 

may be of interest. It's a lot easier to work on a tire when it's off the ground, so I 

made a tripod stand that breaks down into four pieces for carrying in the Ariel's 

saddlebags. 

 

Although I made it for the Cannonball, it's quite useful in the garage. The hole 

in it is sized for the Ariel's axles, which stay bolted to the wheels. A bike that has 

removable axles, like the Vincent, needs a faux axle sized at one end to fit that 

9/16" hole.  

 

Once a tire is off and the tube patched, it's time to put it back on the rim again. 

Ideally, that's done without pinching the tube. For that, I modified a 'Baja No 

Pinch' tire tool. 

 

The Baja tool came with several "axles" of different metric diameters to fit in the 

wheels of modern bikes. However, for the Ariel I needed a hollow end sized to fit 

over its 9/16" axles. So, I modified the tool by boring a 9/16" hole in a short length of the largest of the "axles" that came 

with it. Also shown in the photograph is the faux axle I made to fit a BSA.   I'll make a ½" one for the Vincent before 

it's time to install new tires on it. 

 

The tool is made with a rack and pinion that uses force on 

the lever to advance the hooked end against the bead of the 

tire, pushing it over the edge of the rim without the risk of 

pinching that can happen when using tire irons. Working 

this tool around the circumference of the wheel quickly has 

the tire installed. Even if there were no risk of pinching the 

tube with tire irons, installing a tire with this tool is easier.  

CLICK HERE for a video of the “No Pinch” tool in action. 

 

Not shown is a short length of strap with a friction clamp 

that I find useful when re-installing a tire that has been 

completely removed. It holds the tire against the rim at one 

point as I work around the rim to get one bead completely 

in place. Once one bead is on the rim the strap isn't needed 

for the other bead. 

 

 

At the risk of sounding like a shill for Motion Pro (who don't pay 

me anything, but should...), three more tire-related items of theirs 

I recommend. 

 

The soft plastic 'Rim Shield', well, shields the chrome on the rim 

from being damaged by tire irons. I have two of them.  

 

 

The Aluminium 'Bead Buddy' is used when installing a tire, to 

keep the segment that was just levered over the edge of the rim 

from squeezing back off again when the tire iron moves to the 

next section. I have four of them, but by the time I've worked my 

way far enough around a tire to have two of them in place, that's 

always been sufficient.  CLICK HERE to see a tyre change using 

‘Rim Shield” and “Bead Buddy”. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8WRLymbFBCg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gTI5929hQJI


 

 

 

 

The “BeadPro” bead breaker and lever tool set makes the removal 

of a tyre just so much easier.  Available in forged 7075-T6 

aluminium (part # 08-0519) but at a lower price, and possibly better 

performing, is the longer set in forged chrome vanadium steel (part 

# 08-0536).  CLICK HERE for a quick demonstration video. 

  
 
 

Of course, with the tyre off the rim you may choose to fit a new 

tube or patch the old tube, no matter which you select make 

sure you first identify what caused the puncture and fix that first 

else you are just wasting time and effort.  Also make sure to use 

‘proper’ tube repair materials, such as Rema TipTop.   

 

 CLICK HERE to read/download a copy of the Rema TipTop 

tyre/tube repair catalogue.      

 

CLICK HERE for a video on patching a tube. 

 

 

 

 

As a final comment, in addition to the 

tools mentioned above, I carried a spare 

tube, patch kit, CO2-cartridge inflator 

with several cartridges, and tire pump 

with me.    While a CO2 inflator is an easy 

and fast way to fill a tire, if something 

goes wrong (e.g. the adapter is screwed 

on incorrectly, or the tire valve itself leaks, 

or the tube is pinched when installing it, 

or...), there are no second chances. While 

it takes more effort to inflate a tire with a 

tire pump, it gives what could be an all-

important second (and third, and...) 

chance.   When touring I also carry a small 

plastic jar of a commercial tire bead 

lubricant along with a brush, as well as a 

travel-size container of talc.  

 

 

 

 

I made the tripod wheel-changing stand and modifications to the Baja 'no pinch' tool specifically for use on the 

Cannonball. However, if I were to make them again today, I would alter the designs somewhat to allow fewer parts to 

do the job.   But, working with what I have, I made a several more faux axles for each to cover most of my old bikes.  

 

 

Since there are now a lot of similar-looking Al rods rattling around, I color-coded the ones for the Baja to match the red 

of the tool's body. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oCdWTP7Uphk
https://www.rema-tiptop.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/tyre-repair-retreading-1.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OAAc3q_nj8


 
 





 
 



 
Sorry, that’s your lot as page 498 was not provided [editor] 



 
Buy, Swap n Sell 
 

FOR SALE:  21” Chrome and lined Vincent front rim , correct 40 holes, purchased from 

Coventry Spares for a project that did not proceed.  Comes complete with a full set of 
stainless steel 12/14G double butted spokes including nipples.  All brand new in original 

wrappings.  A$550.  Located in Melbourne.  Contact ozvinreview@gmail.com  
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Service Providers 
 

The Service Providers listed have been used with a degree of satisfaction by OVR readers in the past.  Just 
because they are listed does not imply an endorsment of them by OVR.   

 

Spares: 
 

V3 Products, Australia: (aka Neal Videan) has an extensive range of top quality Vincent Spares including 

multiplate clutches for twins, oil leak eliminator kits, socket head tappet adjusters, paper element oil 

filters and lots lots more. Ships worldwide. Email for a price list to nvidean@outlook.com 

 

VOC Spares Company Ltd, UK:  Full range of Vincent Spares.  Ships Worldwide. Visit their web site for 

more information http://www.vincentspares.co.uk. 

 

Maughan &Sons, UK   Takeing pride in producing the highest quality spares, Maughan & sons stock 

over 1300 parts and produce over 800 for the Vincent Twin and Comet.  Ships worldwide.  More info 

here http://www.maughanandsons.co.uk 

 

Coventry Spares Ltd, USA:  Fantastic service and deep product knowledge plus extensive range of 

excelent Vincent Spares and tools.  Ships Worldwide.  See website for more information  

http://www.thevincentparts.com 

 

Conway Motors Ltd, UK:  Anti-Sumping Valves, Multi-Plate clutch conversions for Comets plus an 

extensive range of excelent Vincent Spares.  Ships Worldwide.  Email for more information  

steve@conway-motors.co.uk  

 

Tri-Spark Ignition, based in Adelaide, Australia.   Modern electronic ignition systems with models for 

all classic (and modern) bikes and the current system of choice by Godet Motorcycles (France) for 

installation in their superb Godet-Vincent machines.  For info go to www.trispark.com.au 

 

Paul Goff,  UK: A massive range of electrical spares and replacements including 6 and 12V quartz 

Halogen bulbs, LED lamps, solid state voltage regulators and lots lots more.  Ships Worldwide.  PayPal 

accepted. See Paul’s website for more information www.norbsa02.freeuk.com  

 

Union Jack Motorcycles, Australia:  Full range of Triumph, Lucas, Amal and Venhill control cables. 

Ships worldwide.  More info at the website www.unionjack.com.au  or phone +61 3 9499 6428 

 

François Grosset, France:  Electric starter for Vincent Twin.   Electronic ignitions for Vincent Single and 

Twin supplied complete with drive gear.  Email pontricoul@gmail.com for more info. 

 

Cometic Gaskets:  Modern, reusable gasket sets for Vincent twins and singles. If you actually USE your 

Vincent you are mad not to use these.   Contact Paul Holdsworth of the VOC Chicago section c/o  

pl_holdsworth@yahoo.com Located in Chicago IL USA. 
 

 

 

mailto:nvidean@outlook.com
http://www.vincentspares.co.uk/
http://www.maughanandsons.co.uk/
http://www.thevincentparts.com/
mailto:steve@conway-motors.co.uk
http://www.trispark.com.au/
http://www.norbsa02.freeuk.com/
http://www.unionjack.com.au/
mailto:pontricoul@gmail.com
mailto:pl_holdsworth@yahoo.com


Nuts n Bolts: 

Classic Fastners, Australia: Their aim is to supply obsolete and hard to obtain fasteners for your restoration 

project be it a professional or private venture.  The print catalogue, available for download, lists the current 
complete range.  Ships Worldwide.  http://www.classicfasteners.com.au/  

Precision Shims Australia:  All types of shims made to your requirements, ships worldwide.  More info at their 
web site www.precisionshims.com.au 

V3 Products (see entry under Spares above) also stocks a large range of Vincent specific nuts n bolts. 

Keables, Australia:  The original nut n bolt specialists who are able to supply just about anything with threads 
and bits to match such as taps n dies.  Recently  have relocated to 11 Braid St, West Footscray, Vic.  Ph 03 9321 
6400. Web site www.keables.com.au   

 

Restoration Services: 

Steve Barnett, Australia.  Master coachbuilder and fuel tank creater who does incrediable workmanship; located 
in Harcourt, Victoria.  Ph +61 3 5474 2864, email steviemoto@hotmail.com  

Ken Phelps, Australia – Qualified aircraft engineer and builder and daily rider of  Norvins for over 30 years, who 
has the skill and experience to carry out overhauls, rebuilds, general repairs and maintenance to Vincent HRD 
motorcycles.  Full machine shop facilities enabling complete engine and chassis rebuilds,  Painting, wiring, 
polishing, aluminium welding and wheel building.    Ken Phelps  Phone: (61+)  0351760809    E-

mail:  ogrilp400@hotmail.com  .  Located in Traralgon, Victoria, Australia  

Outer Cycles, Australia: Jim Browhly is a master craftsman who manufactures bespoke motorcycle exhaust systems 

for classic bikes, no job is beyond his capability, so if you do need a new system that will be made to your precise 
requirements, give Jim a call, telephone 03 9761 9217. 
 
 
John Parker, AMAL Carbs,  Melbourne, Australia:  A specialist in AMAL carbs of all models, repairs, restorations 
and a massive supply of spare parts.  For information phone him on +61 3 9879 3817 or email 
to  ukcarbs@hotmail.com  

 
 

General Services : 
 

Peter Scott Motorcycles,  Australia:  Top quality magneto and dynamo services, from simple repairs 

to complete restorations plus a comphrensive range of associated spares.  Provides hi-output coil rewinds 

with a 5 year warranty.  For more info contact Peter on (02) 9624 1262 or email 

qualmag@optusnet.com.au  

 

LUCAS STUFF –  The man who bought Kevin Baker's Lucas Parts business is Danny Lee in Melbourne. 

Email: dannyleepersonal@gmail.com  His phone number is 0412 327 197 Apparently Kevin has moved 

to Melbourne and works with Danny one day a week. 

 

Ringwood Speedometer Service, Australia:  Experts in the repair and restoration of all motorcycle, 

automotive and marine instruments.  Smiths cronometric specialists.  Telephone (03) 9874 2260 

 

Dyson M/C Engineering, Australia:  Wheel building, Crank rebuilds, Bead blasting, Rebores & Engine 

Rebuilds and more.  Located at 12 Chris Crt., Hillside, Victoria.  Phone 0400 817 017 

 

MotorCycle Fairings, Australia:  This crew are are total professionals when it comes to painting.  Expert 

service, quick turnaround and fair prices.  http://www.melbournemotorcyclefairings.com.au/     

Ph 03 9939 3344 

 

Tyreman M/C, Australia:   Highly professional and reasonably priced motorcycle (and car) tyres,  102 

Chifley Drv., Preston, VIC.  Ph 03 9480 0911 ask for Ari ( disclosure – OVR gets its motorcycle tyres 

here).  www.tyremanmc.com.au    

 

http://www.classicfasteners.com.au/
http://www.precisionshims.com.au/
http://www.keables.com.au/
mailto:steviemoto@hotmail.com
mailto:ogrilp400@hotmail.com
mailto:ukcarbs@hotmail.com
mailto:qualmag@optusnet.com.au
http://www.melbournemotorcyclefairings.com.au/
http://www.tyremanmc.com.au/


 
Who, Where, When ??      No Prizes. 


